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About This Content
Crusader Kings II: Songs of the Rus DLC contains three new songs, totaling almost 10 minutes, composed by the talented
Andreas Waldetoft. These songs run while playing a Russian, Bulgarian or Alan ruler.
Land of the Rus
The Trade Route
Alexander Nevsky Rides to Battle
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Title: Crusader Kings II: Songs of the Rus
Genre: Strategy
Developer:
Paradox Interactive
Publisher:
Paradox Interactive
Release Date: 13 Dec, 2012
b4d347fde0
Minimum:
OS:XP/Vista/Windows 7
Processor:Intel® Pentium® IV 2.4 GHz or AMD 3500+
Memory:2 GB RAM
Graphics: NVIDIA® GeForce 8800 or ATI Radeon® X1900, 512mb graphics memory required.
Hard Drive:2 GB HD space
Sound:Direct X-compatible sound card
Other Requirements:Broadband Internet connection
Additional:3-button mouse and keyboard

English,French,German
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I would love to see this go through a few more iterations of development. As it currently sits: a fascinating proof of concept, but
rough in several areas... Especially user interface. As it could be: really, really good. Just needs a lot of polish. <encouragement
\/>. Feb 2016
UPDATE: I can easily recommend the game now, as they fixed a lot of the issues I had a year ago. It's also only $5 as opposed
to $20. Changing my review from negative to positive.
--Feb 2015
Oh, how I wanted to recommend it. On the plus side, it’s a god game that lets you reshape the land so that your furlings can
construct their own structures as well as cast powers like earthquakes and volcanoes (similar to Populous). On the surface, this
sounds great! On the other, there are some really odd things about this game that make me scratch my head in wonder as to what
the developers were thinking. There are no time controls, no WASD or arrow key camera movement, no zooming (there is a
fixed bird’s eye view), holding in right mouse click and moving the mouse up and down (not left or right oddly) rotates the
camera, no HP bars above buildings, your score decreases as you play (rushing you into beating it more quickly), and more. As
far as I can tell, there are eight levels on the campaign menu and no skirmish modes. The inclusion of the latter would have
given the game some replay value and could have made it worth $20 despite these short-sided gameplay mechanics. As it stands,
it just doesn't do enough to justify that price tag (in my opinion).
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oHhXcB6bsCg. Why is multiplayer always ♥♥♥♥ing dead. Really bad game, atrocious
controls, graphics, sounds etc. The levels are horrible and the characters doesn't always do what you want, really clunky
gameplay. It will test your nerves with how bad the design in the levels along with the bad controls is. It was made by only one
guy so for that effort it's ok i guess... Do not expect anything good, only something to pass your time for a little bit and then
uninstall it. Not worth any price.. If you never played Chip's Challenge as a kid growing up or know what this is, you're too
young for me. This was THE BEST puzzle game growing up and playing it again it's still better than a lot of puzzle games
nowadays. Better graphics and sound for the most part too.
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Really cute and wholesome, goodvibes~. The game that started SCUMM and a whole PC-genre.. Monster Garden is a quirky
non-violent adventure with a colorful cast, and dialogue that often made it hard to tell if what's being said is deep or just absurd.
Unique enough that I find this game hard to compare to anything that I've played. It had some Undertale vibes at times, but
mostly it's a game about... acceptance?
Very short, but I ended up replaying it several times to see the various character endings.
Recommended if you like quirky games.. A lot of it is still under construction and many of the ships (as well as the weapon
creation system and some of the heat/hardpoint management) are placeholders for now. First proper faction fleet was put in
with the latest patch, so obviously there's not much story to do yet. Still very much in the 'Early' part of 'Early Access Game'.
Controls work fine, although it'll be nicer when the game registers rebinding and stops telling us to hit a key that's no longer
even assigned to do something. Small ships can double-tap to gain a moment of rolling and invulnerability which is critical if
hunting capital vessels. Things go right through, and as such missiles may just turn around and come at you once more.
There's a lot of playing with energy levels unless you're in a massive ship covered in purples which is fine, and you can adjust
weapon groups by firing key, which hardpoint they're on of course and firing delays to stagger multiples on mounts, from the
inventory screen easily.
Two things of note at the moment: With good enough engines you can ram (or gently nudge a friendly/neutral to avoid collision
damage to a point) and push things across the map, which is of great value when building walls of rocks or forcing area bosses
into some hostile pirate base so that they'll help you with killing them both. Tractor beams have two modes ('hold' and
'push/tow') which let you carefully bring even battleships to non-hostile stations, which stores them and makes them yours. The
'hold' is great against lighter ships, and also to prevent knockback from saving your targets when using multiple missile or
plasma systems.
Only special hazard zone at the moment is "Asteroid Rushes" (and they're all right to left), which tends to have goodies and
really lets a tractor-beam-hold shine when there's a boss in there as well. Oh and if you see moving blue dots, that's a relic; lets
you upgrade equipment, pick it up at damn near any cost (short of blowing up). You can fly off-map into the 'dead zone' safely
to do this.. Unfortunately, I cannot recommend. Playing in VR, the game was too buggy to enjoy. Crashes, movement glitches,
falling through floors, and horrible load times outweighed the interesting exploration and engaging, if familiar, story.. Now this
is a proper way of doing DLC's, Plain and simple, Give the devs a dollar or euro, as a thank you for a good time spent on a free
game
10\/10 would Nurse kit drop more. I've played the original 1nsane. I played the demo I'd gotten on a CD with a magazine, and
then I played the full game as soon as I found it. I loved 1nsane. I played the hell out of 1nsane. This, sir, is not 1nsane.
It's not bad, but Insane 2 isn't as good as the original. But it is a fun little off-road, open-arena racer. Jamboree, Off-Road
Racing and Capture the Flag are still around, and they're mostly good (though the cars seem to roll over way to easily with the
flag than in the original). And there are new gaming modes as well. Yeah... about those...
I think that Insane 2 suffers more from "sequelitis" than anything else. It's bigger than the first game. It's prettier than the first
game. It's a lot more frantic than the first game. And it suffers for it.
The graphics are incredible. 1nsane wasn't ugly, but this is a very pretty game. The cars don't deform as interestingly in Insane 2,
but aside from that, the stages are so good looking. The Thunderstorm stage in particular has so much going on... which leads to
my main criticism. There's too much going on. And it distracts (and detracts) from the gameplay.
Each race has at least 6 competitors (up from 4 in the original) meaning that there are more cars running around, pushing into
you. There's nitro now, which means that everyone is faster, and the racing itself is a lot more frantic (made even more so by the
motion blur). On the Thunderstorm stage, your car can be struck by lightning, which looks metal, but if you're trying to play
catch-up, and you lose the race because you got hit at the wrong time, it's more than a bit frustrating.
The nitro does add a certain something to the racing, and getting upgrade points does give the game some aspect of strategy.
Upgrading also changes the looks of the cars (which is always nice). But it keeps reminding me of 1nsane, and stuff that's no
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longer around.
Each league had a pool of cars available (and it seemed as though there were a lot more of them). Vehicles had a differential
lock. There was a separate button for repair, and a separate one for recovering the car. And one for righting a car if it rolled
over. 1nsane was just... better.
Insane 2 introduces a number of new modes. There's Knockout, in which the last competitor through a checkpoint is removed
every 30 seconds. Greed is probably the most fun, because you run around the map collecting bronze, silver and gold packages
for points (probably a replacement for Demolition, and good riddance to it). And Pursuit, which was invented by the Devil, who
laughs maniacally as He forces you to chase His helicopter around through a bumpy, bouncy arena while your competitors keep
pushing you off course.
Odd that. I started out this review, thinking I'd just lightly criticize Insane 2 while extolling how much fun it is to play. But
really, compared to the original, this is no fun at all.. I was a little, disappointed with this breakout, but for \u00a31.99, what was
i expecting. After collecting hundreds of them over the years, I was expecting something with at least some innovation, and
much better graphics. Hmmm! well....... maybe the space invader like levels are different, but overall Breakout Invaders is a
poor second cousin removed to many of the breakouts I've played over the years. Some freeware versions have been more
challenging, and look better graphically than this game. It's not seriously bad, but compared to a lot of the more recent breakout
games I've played, it looks dated , even though some of the level designs are quite interesting.
The game felt sluggish with my mouse (a Razer Naga), the graphics are a retrograde step when compared to the likes of games
like Magic Ball 2, 3 and 4, Strikeball 2 and 3 (to name just a few of the more well known ones - for some reason Alawar
changed the name of the Magic Ball series to Smash Frenzy). The original, released over 10 years ago, is the only one in the
Magic Ball series that looks and plays worse than today's game. The second in the Magic Ball series looked better than today's
game (released way back in 2005), had more power ups and played well. The third in the series had a major graphics update
(see video link below). Compare Breakout Invaders to the likes of the Magic Ball games, Ricochet Infinity and Shatter, the latter
two of which are available via Steam. They are worlds apart in quality and game play. Breakouts were my first love w.r.t. arcade
games (next to shmups and TD games). All that said, Breakout Invaders is only \u00a31.99, soooo.... despite my
disappointment, it's not a great loss; I've still got thousands of free levels to play via Ricochet infinity. :)
You can compare videos of the breakouts I mentioned above by clicking on their names. Magic Ball 3, Magic Ball 2, Ricochet
Infinity, Shatter, Breakout Invaders, and the freeware game Chak's Temple.
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